
 
Dear Providers:

In addition to the self registration trainings we shared yesterday, we also
have subscriptions for the following courses. If you are interested in
signing up yourself or your staff to the particular trainings listed below,
you will email Amanda.Griffis@ecs4kids.orgAmanda.Griffis@ecs4kids.org with the following
information:

The name of your program.The name of your program.
The name of the training(s) you/your staff is interested in.The name of the training(s) you/your staff is interested in.
The number of people interested in each of the trainings.The number of people interested in each of the trainings.

Please note some courses have limited spots available, so we ask only
one person per site sign up for those (notated by the title of the
training).

Important: These trainings will be filled on a FIRST COME, FIRST SERVEImportant: These trainings will be filled on a FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
BASIS. They are all free, but not associated with a stipendBASIS. They are all free, but not associated with a stipend.

CLASS Foundations for Teachers Online Course CLASS Foundations for Teachers Online Course (82
Subscriptions Available)
Designed to help teachers become oriented to the power of
meaningful interactions. Educators will learn how interactions are a core
factor that supports children’s development and learning, what the
CLASS framework is, and how to focus on meaningful interactions. Pre-K
educators must take all four courses to meet the requirements.
 
CLASS Primer for Teachers Online Course CLASS Primer for Teachers Online Course (16 Subscriptions
Available- one person per site please)
CLASS Primer for Teachers provides the foundational knowledge to
energize staff around your CLASS implementation and journey. It offers
digestible content designed to increase understanding of effective
interactions, reflect on current teaching practices, and learn about the
CLASS tool, and your program’s CLASS implementation.
 
I/T Primer for Teachers Online Course I/T Primer for Teachers Online Course (16 Subscriptions
Available- one person per site please)
A CLASS® Primer for Teachers is an online course that introduces
teachers to understanding why interactions matter, the purpose of the
CLASS® Tool and CLASS® observations and introduces teachers to the
frameworks for the selected age level. 
 
CLASS Primer for Leaders Online Course CLASS Primer for Leaders Online Course (64 Subscriptions
Available)



A CLASS® Primer for Leaders is our answer to customers asking, “Where
do I begin my CLASS implementation?” or “How can I support the site-
based and network leaders who are responsible for championing our
CLASS implementation?” As the center of expertise on CLASS and
CLASS implementation, Teachstone is uniquely positioned to offer a
solution to the challenges leaders experience when faced with the task
of a CLASS implementation.
 
Banking Time Online Course Banking Time Online Course (290 Subscriptions Available)
Factors such as absenteeism, racial or cultural differences,
and other biases can make it difficult for teachers to form
meaningful relationships with every child in their class. With
Banking Time: Investing in Relationships, educators learn
evidence-based strategies proven to form stronger
relationships that can positively impact children’s
development and learning.



SELF-REGISTER HERE:
https://teachstone.com/florida/#Educators

Please note these are FREE training opportunities,
but are not not connected to a stipend.
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